Item No. CE4477

presents

Fiesta Pot People
Pk/12
Your kit contains:
❑
❑
❑
❑

Paper cups
Wooden heads
Assorted felt strips
Straw sombrero

❑ Assorted pom-poms
❑ Mustaches
❑ Assorted arm cutouts

You Will Need:
❑ Clean flat work area

❑ Glue

Instructions:
 Lay your project pieces on a clean flat work area.
 Using a small amount of glue, apply pom-poms to
the brim of the sombrero for decoration. Set aside
to dry.
 Glue a mustache on the pre-decorated wooden
head. Set aside to dry.
 Turn your cup upside down. This is your project’s
body. Glue each arm piece to the side of cup so
the arms stretch out to each side.
 Drape and glue the assorted felt strips over the top of the upside down cup to resemble the
clothing. TIP: Apply the thickest piece of felt first and glue so the bottom edging is just above the
bottom of the cup (your project’s toes).
 Apply the next layer of felt. Continue as desired.
 Use a small amount of glue to attach the head. (The head will be glued to the top layer of felt.)
Allow to dry.
 Attach the sombrero to the head using a small amount of glue.
 Allow glue to dry completely.
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Customer Appreciation Special

$

10

OFF
Your Next Order of
only

$

39 .00 or more.

Please mention Offer Code: M2467
Minimum order $39 excludes shipping and taxes. Limit one per order.
May not be combined with other offers or bid or contract pricing.
See current S&S® catalog or Help at ssww.com for
Offer Terms and Conditions.
We reserve the right to terminate this offer at any time without notice."

